Parking Security Enforcement

Greater CCTV coverage from fewer camera installations

More close-up evidence captured without any operators

Delivering the best security attracting more customers

Optimising the Key Human Element of Parking Security

Intelligent CCTV

www.viseum.co.uk

FOR THE HIGHEST LEVELS OF CCTV SURVEILLANCE
Solving the problem of construction site security

Greater surveillance coverage from fewer CCTV cameras

More close-up evidence captured automatically

Delivering the best security for the highest deterrent

Optimising the key human element of CCTV surveillance

Intelligent CCTV

For the highest levels of CCTV surveillance

www.viseum.co.uk
TODAY’S CHALLENGES FOR PARKING SECURITY

Parking organisations need to reduce security overheads yet demonstrate clearly how well their parking facilities are being protected against theft and criminal damage. On-site security staff are employed to control and watch all CCTV cameras and walk about the site as a show of deterrent. However, the likely times of theft and criminal damage taking place are when security staff are unavailable or distracted.

Current Results

In reality criminals commit their offence within just a few carefully planned seconds, already damaging vehicles and making their escape with stolen goods. Trying to retrieve crucial evidence often proves futile because the incident did not occur close-up to the CCTV camera, or was missed completely because the camera was pointing the wrong way. This means that even if the criminals are apprehended, on many occasions they cannot be brought to justice, and the event will be classified as unsolved resulting with its victims warning others of particular car parks that are not secure.

“This solution is something we have long been waiting for”
(major UK Police Force)

The technical performance and reliability of Viseum’s Intelligent CCTV solutions, gives the most effective, easily set up and used CCTV security available.

Contact us on +44 (0)1322 405724 or visit www.viseum.co.uk

Viseum IMCs have been granted 20 years patent protection

Any non-Viseum branded IMC system will be noticeably inferior and an illegal copy in breach of International Law

TODAY’S FUTURE-PROOF CCTV CAMERA

Intelligent Moving Camera (Viseum IMC)

Viseum UK supplies the only Intelligent CCTV camera in the world to automatically protect parking areas up to a vast distance from just one camera installation. It automatically detects all activity in all directions at the same time, automatically controls a moving camera to zoom into and follow required action. It captures high quality close-up and wide contextual view video evidence of parked cars being damaged or stolen, and can automatically produce it for rapid response and investigations.

At the heart of all our Intelligent CCTV solutions is the patented Intelligent Moving Camera (Viseum IMC). This uses multiple fixed and one moving PTZ surveillance camera in a single unit, with advanced software called Intelligent Virtual Operator Software (Viseum iVOS), to detect, zoom into and follow incidents in the parking compound. It uses modular hardware to cover a large targeted area, or provide vast simultaneous full 360° panoramic coverage, up to the size of 4 Olympic Stadiums from just one camera installation.

Best value parking security CCTV camera

It has been independently endorsed that it would take at least 6 times more installations of any “constantly manned” advanced PTZ camera solution, or at least 10 of the industry's latest panoramic megapixel cameras, or a minimum of 200 times more standard fixed camera installations, to provide the level of CCTV security that each Viseum IMC provides without being dependent on any surveillance operators or CCTV monitoring infrastructures.

The best long term parking security deterrent

The criminal is always deterred where CCTV cameras perform “manned” and once they see Viseum’s overt camera model follow them they believe a proactive human operator has already spotted them. This is well proven to deter the threat of theft and criminal damage, better than any other crime reduction initiative short of having resident security services constantly on alert.
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Parking Security ENFORCEMENT

Optimising the Key Human Element of Parking Security

Intelligent CCTV
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